Switching from paper to digital systems makes financial services globally accessible (and relevant).

Everywhere you go, people are using mobile phones. But in many parts of the world, many people are not using banks. Combining the two could change the latter. Mobile money’s promise to make financial services universally accessible has caught the attention of many corporations, foundations, and governments. Vodafone has led the charge to date, launching several highly visible services from the Middle East to Africa. Competitors have tried to replicate Vodafone’s pioneering programs with mixed success. Perhaps this is because most of their efforts focused on how to overcome technological and regulatory hurdles, instead how people actually use, count, and think about money. Paying attention to people’s attitudes and behaviors may be the key to unlocking mobile money’s full potential.

**Take Action**  
*Designing for money goes mobile*

1. **Respect money’s myriad meanings.**  
Move beyond transactions to embrace the ways people really use cash, such as flaunting their status or marking important purchases.

2. **Consciously structure liquidity.**  
Help people spend or save money when and how they’d like to do so by allowing for customization of access and “value storage.”

3. **Connect to current behaviors.**  
Recognize and respond to the ways people are using money, from meeting social obligations to saving for cyclical or ritual events.

4. **Provide various transaction styles.**  
Establish some transactions that feel decidedly informal and others that have an air of formality or importance.
M-PESA Goes the Distance in Kenya (Without Kiosks)

Mobile money promotes financial security. When Safaricom launched M-PESA in 2007, Kenyan banks doubted that the kiosk-based money-transfer service would be competitive. By 2008, the service had more than 5 million users. Banks began to worry, and for good reason: M-PESA’s subscriptions have since skyrocketed, reaching more than 13 million people.

Jane Kirui signed up for M-PESA in early 2008, when post-election violence erupted in Kipkelion. When her family fled the region to stay with relatives in Nairobi, they worried about carrying cash on the journey. So Kirui made a large deposit at a Safaricom kiosk in Kipkelion and withdrew the cash as she needed it over time in Nairobi. The unintended success of M-PESA for secure, short-term storage led Safaricom to start offering more electronic products and services.

M-PESA’s success owes largely to a supportive government, near-monopoly ownership, and timing—and thus it’s been difficult to duplicate elsewhere in the world.

Mindless E-Money vs. Conscious Cash

Suica, a rechargeable smart card, now substitutes for cash in everyday transactions in Japan. In 2003, Kensuki Takayama took on a business trip and, instead of his wallet, he carried Suica on his mobile phone. He boarded the train, bought a newspaper and breakfast, and later rode the subway to his meeting and back—and paid for everything with a few waves his handset.

However, when Kensuki decided to purchase a painting for his home, he insisted on paying cash. Although the gallery would accept electronic payments, Kensuki went to the bank to withdraw 220,000 yen. He placed the cash in a fine envelope and returned to the gallery, where he ceremoniously handed it to the art dealer. The purchase so meaningful to Kensuki, he wanted to mark its importance by going out of his way to use cash.

Where Discretion Adds Up

Mobile phones can keep payments discrete, so workers have an easier time holding onto their wages in corrupt systems. Before mobile operator Roshan launched its M-Paisa service in Afghanistan, payday was a very public event: everyone knew you were carrying cash, and people up and down the bureaucratic chain would demand a bribe. But when police officers in Afghanistan started to receive wages via mobile phone, getting paid became a private affair. People couldn’t make claims on the officers’ money because it was hidden on their phones. Skimming off the top became more difficult for those disbursing the pay, too. Officers were so pleased that some telephoned the government to say thank-you for their “raises.”

How might we design for user needs first and foremost, and tackle regulatory requirements alongside those needs?
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